Total activity 4785
Graph 1, 31  Total Activity 7  Position in Array 89

Graph 3, 31  Total Activity 6  Position in Array 91

Graph 15, 31  Total Activity 4  Position in Array 103
Graph 20, 31  Total Activity 14  Position in Array 108

Graph 21, 31  Total Activity 5  Position in Array 109

Graph 22, 31  Total Activity 5  Position in Array 110
Graph 27, 31  Total Activity 7  Position in Array 115

Graph 30, 31  Total Activity 6  Position in Array 118

Graph 31, 31  Total Activity 5  Position in Array 119
Graph 38, 29  Total Activity 9  Position in Array 214

Graph 41, 29  Total Activity 4  Position in Array 217

Graph 42, 29  Total Activity 7  Position in Array 218
Graph 36, 27 Total Activity 7 Position in Array 300

Graph 37, 27 Total Activity 9 Position in Array 301

Graph 38, 27 Total Activity 4 Position in Array 302
Graph 27, 24      Total Activity 9      Position in Array 423

Graph 28, 24      Total Activity 6      Position in Array 424

Graph 29, 24      Total Activity 5      Position in Array 425
Graph 25, 23  Total Activity 18  Position in Array 465

Graph 28, 23  Total Activity 6  Position in Array 468

Graph 29, 23  Total Activity 6  Position in Array 469
Graph 7, 21  Total Activity 5  Position in Array 535

Graph 16, 21  Total Activity 7  Position in Array 544

Graph 17, 21  Total Activity 6  Position in Array 545
Graph 39, 17  Total Activity 9  Position in Array 743

Graph 40, 17  Total Activity 8  Position in Array 744

Graph 2, 16  Total Activity 7  Position in Array 750
Graph 18, 16  Total Activity 6  Position in Array 766

Graph 19, 16  Total Activity 11  Position in Array 767

Graph 20, 16  Total Activity 8  Position in Array 768
Graph 21, 16      Total Activity 5      Position in Array 769

Graph 22, 16      Total Activity 6      Position in Array 770

Graph 23, 16      Total Activity 7      Position in Array 771
Graph 31 , 16      Total Activity 4      Position in Array 779

Graph 33 , 16      Total Activity 5      Position in Array 781

Graph 34 , 16      Total Activity 6      Position in Array 782
Graph 16, 15  Total Activity 6  Position in Array 808

Graph 17, 15  Total Activity 5  Position in Array 809

Graph 18, 15  Total Activity 6  Position in Array 810
Graph 38, 15  Total Activity 7  Position in Array 830

Graph 40, 15  Total Activity 7  Position in Array 832

Graph 41, 15  Total Activity 6  Position in Array 833
Graph 6, 14  Total Activity 6  Position in Array 842

Graph 7, 14  Total Activity 6  Position in Array 843

Graph 8, 14  Total Activity 7  Position in Array 844
Graph 24, 14      Total Activity 5      Position in Array 860

Graph 25, 14      Total Activity 6      Position in Array 861

Graph 26, 14      Total Activity 6      Position in Array 862
Graph 6, 13      Total Activity 7      Position in Array 886

Graph 7, 13      Total Activity 8      Position in Array 887

Graph 8, 13      Total Activity 6      Position in Array 888
Graph 11, 13  Total Activity 8  Position in Array 891

Graph 12, 13  Total Activity 6  Position in Array 892

Graph 17, 13  Total Activity 7  Position in Array 897
Graph 18, 12
Total Activity 7
Position in Array 942

Graph 19, 12
Total Activity 6
Position in Array 943

Graph 20, 12
Total Activity 5
Position in Array 944
Graph 31, 12  Total Activity 6  Position in Array 955

Graph 32, 12  Total Activity 5  Position in Array 956

Graph 33, 12  Total Activity 6  Position in Array 957
Graph 27, 10  Total Activity 5  Position in Array 1039

Graph 28, 10  Total Activity 7  Position in Array 1040

Graph 29, 10  Total Activity 7  Position in Array 1041
Graph 33, 10  Total Activity 6  Position in Array 1045

Graph 34, 10  Total Activity 6  Position in Array 1046

Graph 35, 10  Total Activity 6  Position in Array 1047
Graph 21, 4  Total Activity 6  Position in Array 1297

Graph 22, 4  Total Activity 5  Position in Array 1298

Graph 23, 4  Total Activity 6  Position in Array 1299